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Need for Mfg Rep & Affiliate Partners: 
 
Am ramping up our marketing for the “Exclusive Longevity Subscription Service” to 
email lists and social media. 
 
Am actively looking for Partners to build lots of subscription service members. 
 
Am open to create relationships to build the members and revenue for this service and 
am willing to entertain all proposals. 
 
With a reasonable cost of $100/mth the potential audience is hundreds of thousands. 
 
My goal is to build a huge subscriber base—many thousands and this will leverage 
other opportunities as well. 
 
 
Personal Longevity Subscription Service Intro: 
 
The new “Exclusive Personal Longevity Subscription Service” is the world’s largest 
repository of Longevity information, and at $100/mth is a low cost option for people 
interested in Longevity. 
 
It is designed to train users on the 10 Principles of Personal Longevity and then provide 
supporting materials to help them optimize their long term health and become part of a 
community of people interested in Longevity and Immortality. 
 
We expect to get thousands of signups over the next year due to the huge interest in 
longevity and what we are offering for a really low cost. 
 
You can also signup for our email list which goes into a lot more detail here: 
 
http://personal-longevity.com/exclusive-longevity-membership-site 

 
 

http://personal-longevity.com/exclusive-longevity-membership-site


Starting Mfg Rep/Affiliate Sales Opportunity: 
 
Since each sale is small and it’s a monthly membership we are offering a bundle sales 
opportunity to our Affiliates. 
 
Here is how it will work: 
 

1) Each Member pays $100/mth as long as they want to stay a member. 
2) This membership price is $1200 over 12 months. 
3) We will provide a 25% sales commission 
4) The commission will be calculated assuming the member will subscribe for one 

year.  The calculation is $1200 per person. Then we will pay 25% or a $300 
commission to the affiliate. 

 
 
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions or want some other sales tools or 
support no discussed here. 
 
All the Best, 
 
Marty Ettington 
 
Phone: 310-386-6388 
Skype: martin.ettington 
Email: marty@personal-longevity.com 

 
 


